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FoF1-ATPase is a motor protein complex that utilizes transmembrane ion flow to drive the synthesis of
adenosine triphosphate (ATP) from adenosine diphosphate (ADP) and phosphate (Pi). While many theoretical
models have been proposed to account for its rotary activity, most of them focus on the Fo or F1 portions separately
rather than the complex as a whole. Here, we propose a simple but new torque-coupled thermodynamic model of
FoF1-ATPase. Solving this model at steady state, we find that the monotonic variation of each portion’s efficiency
becomes much more robust over a wide range of parameters when the Fo and F1 portions are coupled together, as
compared to cases when they are considered separately. Furthermore, the coupled model predicts the dependence
of each portion’s kinetic behavior on the parameters of the other. Specifically, the power and efficiency of the
F1 portion are quite sensitive to the proton gradient across the membrane, while those of the Fo portion as well
as the related Michaelis constants for proton concentrations respond insensitively to concentration changes in
the reactants of ATP synthesis. The physiological proton gradient across the membrane in the Fo portion is also
shown to be optimal for the Michaelis constants of ADP and phosphate in the F1 portion during ATP synthesis.
Together, our coupled model is able to predict key dynamic and thermodynamic features of the FoF1-ATPase in
vivo semiquantitatively, and suggests that such coupling approach could be further applied to other biophysical
systems.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.95.052413
I. INTRODUCTION
FoF1-ATPase, a rotary motor protein complex that utilizes
the electrochemical energy stored in trans-membrane ion
gradients to drive the synthesis of adenosine triphosphate
(ATP), plays a critical role in the energy metabolism of living
cells [1,2]. After decades of research [3,4], we now have a
comprehensive understanding of the structure and function
of the enzyme [5–10]. In E.coli, the enzyme consists of two
portions (Fo and F1) coupled together by a central rotary
asymmetric shaft (γ ) [Fig. 1(a)]. The Fo portion is membrane
embedded, and contains two proton channels and 10–15 copies
of proton carriers (Asp61) distributed on a c ring [5]. Ions
flow through the membrane via a subunit of the Fo portion,
rotating the γ shaft. The F1 portion, on the other hand, sits
on the intracellular side of the membrane, and contains three
hexagonal catalytic sites (α3β3) involved in the synthesis
of ATP molecules. The F1 portion alone without coupling
to the Fo portion can catalyze the spontaneous hydrolysis
of ATP. However, under cellular conditions where the ionic
concentration outside the membrane is higher than that inside,
the electrochemical potential difference results in an ionic flow
that drives the Fo portion and the γ shaft to rotate in the
direction of ATP synthesis [11].
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While in vitro biochemical research [7,9–17] as well as
theoretical efforts [5,18–26] have helped reveal the mecha-
nistic basis of the enzyme’s action, most existing modeling
approaches are either focused on the sole F1 in the in vitro
experiment or couple the actions of the two portions in compli-
cated ways [18,21,22], without integrating our understanding
of the kinetics and thermodynamics of the enzyme complex as
a whole in vivo.
Here, we propose a simple thermodynamic scheme to
couple the separate models for the Fo and F1 portions in an
attempt to recapitulate the behaviors of the two portions in
vivo. The comparison of our model to the in vitro uncoupled
situation with constant external torque is considered. We
find that the profiles of each portion’s efficiency and power
in the coupled model can possibly be very different from
those predicted from the uncoupled models. Furthermore,
we systematically analyze how sensitively the kinetics and
thermodynamics of one portion depend on the reactants
involved in the chemical reaction of the other portion. It
illustrates that the power, efficiency, and Michaelis constants
for ATP synthesis of the F1 portion are quite sensitive to
the proton gradient across the membrane, while the dynamics
and thermodynamics of the Fo portion respond insensitively
to concentration changes in the reactants of ATP synthesis.
Our model semiquantitatively recapitulates key dynamic and
thermodynamic features of the FoF1-ATPase in vivo, and
suggests that such coupling approach could be further applied
to other biophysical systems.
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FIG. 1. Geometric structure and separate models for theFo andF1
portions. (a) Profile of the FoF1-ATP synthase structure, showing the
two counter-rotating portions Fo and F1 combined by an asymmetric
shaft γ .Fo is membrane embedded, andF1 is soluble in the cytoplasm.
(b) Upper panel: Cross-sectional structure of Fo-ATPase, viewing
from the extracellular side with its function illustrated. Filled dark
and light circles represent whether protons bond to the carrier or not,
respectively; the dashed circle represents one proton channel of the
two which cannot be seen from this view. The free state E bonds to a
proton from the extracellular side and becomes Ea . After clockwise
rotation of Fo, the conformation Ea turns into Eb, which goes to again
the initial state E by transferring the proton inside the intracellular
side. (b) Lower panel: A discrete-state model of Fo, simplified from
[27]. kH is the second-order reaction constant. The sequence of events
for protons entering the intracellular side of the membrane is shown
by green (light gray) arrows, whereas the black arrows indicate the
possibility in bringing out the protons from the intracellular side to
the extracellular side. (c) Left panel: Discrete-state model of F1,
redrawn from [5,24]. For each ATP molecule to be synthesized
(hydrolyzed), the γ shaft, shown as the dark yellow solid arrow,
rotates 40 and 80◦ clockwise (anticlockwise) successively. (c) Right
panel: The extraction from the left panel. Transition rates kα,k−α are
binding or dissociation rates for speciesα = D(ADP),P (Pi),T (ATP).
The transition between states E4 and E5 includes the 80◦ rotation
with reaction rates k′′′h ,k′′′s and the phosphate binding/releasing with
kD,k−D , hence k1 = k1(kD,k′′′s ) and k−1 = k−1(k−D,k′′′h ) [28]. After
the completion of one cycle, the state E1 turns to an equivalent state
with the γ shaft rotating by 120◦.
II. MODELS
Discrete-state models for the Fo portion (simplified from
[27]) and F1 portion (modified from [5,24]) are shown in
Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). The average torque between the two
portions is incorporated into the corresponding transition
rates between different states in the models according to the
thermodynamic principles. The two models are then coupled
together based on Newton’s third law, i.e., the average torques
applied by one portion on the other are equal in magnitude and
opposite in direction, leading to opposing effects on the rotary
fluxes of the two portions.
A. Discrete-state models at nonequilibrium steady state
We begin our analysis by considering the cyclic chemical
kinetics of a single molecule transiting among N discrete states
forming a cycle in which only the transition between S1 and
S2 can be coupled with mechanical work
S1
kω1
kω−1
S2
k2
k−2
· · · kN−1
k−(N−1)
SN
kN
k−N
S1,
for which the entropy production rate at steady state can be
defined as
EPR = J · kB ln k
ω
1 k2 · · · kN
kω−1k−2 · · · k−N
,
where J is the steady-state cycle flux [29,30], i.e., the average
number of cycle occurrence per unit time.
We denote π = (π1,π2, . . . ,πN ) as the corresponding
steady-state probability distribution among the N different
states of the molecule and thus
J = kω1 π1 − kω−1π2 = · · · = kNπN − k−Nπ1.
Without any externally applied torque, the product of entropy
production rate and the temperature gives the chemical free
energy input per unit time [30,31]. Applying external torque
can, however, alter the reaction rates of each step that is coupled
to mechanical work. For example, if there is an amount of
mechanical work W done during the transition from state S1
to S2, then we must have
kω1
kω−1
= k
ω,0
1
k
ω,0
−1
eβW ,
where kω,01 and k
ω,0
−1 are the reaction rates between S1 and S2
without applied external torque and β = 1
kBT
. This relation is
a consequence of the conservation of energy, since the total
free-energy dissipation (the product of entropy production rate
and temperature) is simply the difference between the chemical
free-energy input and the mechanical work output [29,30].
These general rules will be applied to the discrete-state models
of both Fo and F1 portions.
Moreover, we use a parameter δ, called the load distribution
factor [23,32], with which we can rewrite the transition rates
k1 and k−1 as
kω1 = kω,01 eβδW , kω−1 = kω,0−1 e−β(1−δ)W . (1)
Here we provide a simple derivation of Eq. (1) from
Kramers’s rate formula [23,32–35]. Suppose that the transition
between S1 and S2 is actually driven by the double-well
potential U (x) along the reaction coordinate x ∈ [0,L], then
kω1 ∝ e−β[U (x
∗)−U (0)], in which x∗ is the coordinate of the
transition state and U (x∗) − U (0) is the energy barrier from
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S1 to S2. In the presence of external mechanical force F (x),
the resulting potential U (x) = U0(x) +
∫ x
0 F (s)ds where U0
stands for the potential without external force. As such, the δ
in Eq. (1) can be explicitly expressed as
δ =
∫ x∗
0
F (x)dx
/∫ L
0
F (x)dx,
and the external work W = ∫ L0 F (x)dx = ¯F · L (see [28] for
more details). Therefore, the load distribution factor δ just
reflects the distribution of the external work to the forward
and backward transition rates. This derivation also implies that
Eq. (1) does not depend on the assumption of constant torque,
i.e., the force F (x) can vary with the reaction coordinate x [36].
B. Discrete-state model of the Fo portion
Based on structural information, at least three different
states, E, Ea , and Eb, are required for the c ring of Fo
to function properly [Fig. 1(b)]. Two proton channels are
shown in cyan (hollow) circles. Ea and Eb stand for the state
bound by a proton entering the channel from the extracellular
or intracellular side, respectively, while E stands for the
proton-free state; the transition from Ea to Eb is simply
achieved through a clockwise rotation. A discrete-state model
of the Fo portion, simplified from [27], is shown in the lower
panel in Fig. 1(b), in which kH is the second-order reaction
constant, and k∗s ,k∗h are the transition rates between Ea and
Eb. The green (light gray) arrows denote the sequence of
events following the entrance of protons from the intracellular
side of the membrane. A comparison of the simulated rotation
rate versus load torque between this simplified model and the
original model in Ref. [27] can be seen in Ref. [28].
Since the transition from the state Ea to Eb results in the
rotation of the γ shaft and induces torque, the transition rates
k∗s and k∗h can be assumed to be
k∗s = k0∗s e−βδW , k∗h = k0∗h eβ(1−δ)W, (2)
where δ is just the distribution factor, W is the work that
the Fo portion does through the 30◦ rotation in the case of
12 c subunits, and k0∗s and k0∗h are the transition rates without
external force, respectively. The external work W is given by
W = ¯F l = ¯F × π
6
r = π
6
¯M,
where r is the radius of the γ shaft and ¯M is the average torque.
We denote Jo as the rotation flux of Fo parallel to the
direction of ATP synthesis, which can be expressed in terms
of the Michaelis constants of the proton concentrations on both
sides of the membrane as
Jo =
Va
[H+]a
Kma
− Vb [H+]bKmb
1 + [H+]a
Kma
+ [H+]b
Kmb
, (3)
where [H+]a and [H+]b are proton concentrations on
the extracellular and intracellular sides, and the specific
expressions of Va,Vb as well as the Michaelis constants
Kma, Kmb dependent on all of the reaction rates of the Fo
model are given in Ref. [28].
Subsequently, we have the power of Fo as
Po = π6
¯MJo. (4)
Meanwhile, the total free-energy change for a proton trans-
ported across the inner membrane is
Go = ψ + μH,
where ψ = 140 mV = 5.6kBT is a fixed membrane po-
tential due to electrostatic force, and μH is the chemical
potential caused by the transmembrane proton gradient. The
total free-energy change also establishes a thermodynamic
constraint for the reaction rates, which helps us to estimate
the reaction rates in our model (see [28] for details).
Since Go is the free-energy input of the Fo portion, the
thermodynamic efficiency of Fo can be obtained as
ηo = π
¯M
6Go
= π
¯M
6
(
ψ + kBT ln [H+]a[H+]b
) . (5)
This thermodynamic efficiency attains its maximum 100%
when the γ shaft meets its stall torque, at which the rotary
flux is zero. It is a general property for a tightly coupled rotary
molecular motor [14,23,32,33].
C. Discrete-state model of the F1 portion
Among the many models proposed for the F1 portion
[1,5,6,18–22,24,32,37,38], here we choose to combine the
models in Refs. [5,24] [Fig. 1(c)]. The F1 portion begins its
catalytic cycle from state E1; after a 40◦ clockwise rotation
of the shaft accompanied by phosphate binding, the portion
adopts the E3 conformation which, upon ATP synthesis,
transits to state E4. Subsequently, another clockwise rotation
of the shaft by 80◦ accompanied by adenosine diphosphate
(ADP) binding transits the portion to E5, which then releases
the ATP and returns the enzyme to E′1. On the other hand,
when ATP concentration is extremely low, the γ shaft may
rotate 80◦ without undergoing ATP synthesis [39], suggesting
an alternative “futile” pathway from E2 to E′1.
Similar to Eq. (2), we now have
k′s = k′0s e
2π
9 β(1−δ′) ¯M, k′′s = k′′0s e
2π
9 β(1−δ′′) ¯M,
k′h = k′0h e−
2π
9 δ
′
¯M, k′′h = k′′0h e−
2π
9 βδ
′′
¯M,
k′′′s = k′′′0s e
4π
9 β(1−δ′′′) ¯M, kfs = kf,0s e 4π9 β(1−δf ) ¯M,
k′′′h = k′′′0h e−
4π
9 δ
′′′
¯M, k
f
h = kf,0h e−
4π
9 δ
f
¯M, (6)
where k′0s ,k′0h ,k′′0s ,k′′0h denote the rates of the 40◦ rotation
steps and k′′′0s ,k′′′0h ,k
f,0
s ,k
f,0
h denote rates of the 80◦ rotation
steps (all without external torque), and δ′,δ′′,δ′′′,δf are
the corresponding load distribution factors described above.
Denoting the invariant distribution of the model in Fig. 1(c)
as π¯ = (πE1 , · · · ,πE5 ), the expected rotary flux of F1 for both
ATP synthesis and the futile cycle in unit time can then be
expressed in terms of these rates as
J e1 = ksπE3 − khπE4 ,
J
f
1 = kfs πE2 − kfh πE1 .
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TABLE I. Parameter values of the model.a
Parameters from earlier work [20,24,27,43]
kH = 1.11 × 1011 M−1 s−1 k−Ha = 2.15 × 104 s−1 k−Hb = 5.8 × 106 s−1
kT = 2.5 × 106 M−1 s−1 kD = 6 × 106 M−1 s−1 kP = 1.7 × 105 M−1 s−1 k′P = 4 × 105 M−1 s−1
k−T = 90 s−1 k−D = 6 × 102 s−1 k−P = 8 × 102 s−1 k′−P = 1 × 107 s−1
k′0h = 2 × 104 s−1 k′0s = 40 s−1 k′′0h = 1 × 102 s−1 k′′0s = 1 × 104 s−1
kh = 4 × 103 s−1 k′′′0h = 1 × 104 s−1 pHa=7b pHb=8.4b
[PI] = 6 mMc [ATP] = 4 mMc [ADP] = 0.3 mMc T = 293 K
Parameters estimated
k0∗s = 5.1 × 103 s−1 k0∗h = 5.1 × 103 s−1 k′′′0s = 1 × 102 s−1 ks = 1 × 103 s−1
kf,0s = 5 × 10−2 s−1 kf,0h = 1 × 10−4 s−1 δ = 0.35 δ′ = 0.6
δ′′ = 0.1 δ′′′ = 0.8 δf = 0.8
aDetails for the estimation of parameter values and model consistency can be seen in Ref. [28].
bFor E.coli the cytoplasmic pHb is higher than the periplasmic pHa [45]; these two parameter values are from [27].
cThese parameter values are set to be in consistency with the aerobic living condition for E.coli in Ref. [43].
The total rotation rate of F1 is therefore J1 = J e1 + J f1 (see
[28] for details).
The chemical potential change associated with the synthesis
or hydrolysis of one ATP molecule is
μG = −Gsol + kBT ln [T ][D][P ] , (7)
which sets a thermodynamic relation between the reaction
rates and the standard intrinsic free energy:
Gsol = −50 pN nm.
The power of the F1 portion for ATP synthesis can be described
as P1 = J e1 μG. Thus we have the efficiency of the F1 portion
to synthesize ATP:
η1 = μG2π
3
¯M
× J
e
1
J e1 + J f1
. (8)
Multiplying Eq. (8) with Eq. (5) yields the overall thermo-
dynamic efficiency of the entire FoF1 complex, which is the
ratio of free energy of ATP synthesis and the ionic gradient
multiplied by the ratio of effective rotation rate of F1 over its
total rotation rate.
The Michaelis constants Km of the reactants for the
rotary flux J e1 of F1 for ATP synthesis are defined as their
concentrations at which J e1 is half of the maximum rate as the
other reactants’ concentrations are fixed. Detailed expressions
are given in Ref. [28].
Using this model we calculated a 91% thermodynamic
efficiency for the F1 portion, in good agreement with the
recent experimental work [40] using the same condition of
10-μM ATP, 10-μM ADP, and 1-mM Pi, lending support to
the consistency of our model.
D. Coupling the two portions through torque
Under steady-state conditions in the cell where the Fo
portion and F1 portion are tightly coupled, we have
Jo = 4J1. (9)
This is because under the assumption of tight coupling between
Fo and F1, the completion of one rotation of Fo rotates the
γ shaft by 30◦ while the completion of one rotation of F1
rotates the γ shaft by 120◦, in case there are 12 copies of
proton carriers in Fo. However, in some cases the number of c
subunits is not 12, or the tight coupling assumption is not valid,
e.g., having slippage, we just need to modify the coefficient
factor 4 in Eq. (9), e.g., 10/3 for the case with ten subunits of
the c ring [41,42] or some certain ratio α between the average
rotary velocities (fluxes) of Fo and F1 in vivo at steady state.
Therefore, we can couple the Fo portion with the F1 portion
accordingly, regarding the average torque on the shaft as a
function of all the concentrations of reactants and products.
Such a coupled model regards the average torque on the shaft as
a function of the concentrations of related chemical substances
and reaction rates, in contrast to the in vitro situation in which
the torque is externally applied and is either constant or just a
direct correlate of the viscosity of the medium.
Table I gives all parameters used in the construction of
the coupled model, some of which are obtained from earlier
work directly [20,24,27,43] while others are estimated by
fitting the model to known experimental measurements, such
as the thermodynamic relation and rotation rate for each
portion [18,44]. All concentrations of reactants or products are
consistent with their physiological values reported previously
[27,43], unless otherwise specified. It estimates the average
torque at the value of 57.7 pN nm, which fits the previous
estimation [27]. See [28] for the details of the coupled model.
III. RESULTS
Our coupled model allows a comparison between the in vivo
and in vitro circumstances, and is capable of predicting the
interdependence between the properties of the two portions,
which cannot be revealed by models of sole Fo or F1 portion.
Below we give our results for the case of 12 c subunits; similar
conclusions were obtained for the case of ten subunits or when
using an alternative model of the F1 portion [19], suggesting
the robustness of all the results found in our coupled model
[28].
A. Monotonicity of each portion’s efficiency
The FoF1-ATPase transforms the electrochemical energy
of a proton across the membrane to the free-energy difference
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FIG. 2. Efficiency profiles for Fo and F1 portions in coupled and uncoupled conditions. The profiles for the coupled situations are shown
in solid lines; the green solid circle stands for the physiological condition. (a) Efficiency of Fo vs the proton gradient, with intracellular
pHb = 8.4. In the uncoupled condition with fixed different values of the average torque M , the efficiency decreases with the increasing
of the proton gradient; the coupled case leads to much slower decreasing, even becoming increasing at certain parameter ranges. The
physiological condition (pH = 1.4) gives the Fo portion’s efficiency around 84.7%. (b), (c) Efficiency of F1 vs phosphate concentration (with
[T ] = 4 mM, [D] = 0.3 mM) and the fraction of ADP over ADP plus ATP (with [P ] = 6 mM), as the total concentration of ADP and ATP is
fixed. The uncoupled condition gives a monotonically decreasing profile for the efficiency; in the coupled case, the decreasing of efficiency
becomes much slower, even increasing at a certain parameter range. The physiological condition (p = 0.07) gives the F1 portion’s efficiency
around 66%.
for ATP synthesis. Given that the electrochemical energy of
the proton across the membrane is monotonically dependent
on the intracellular and extracellular proton concentrations
while the free energy for ATP synthesis is monotonically
dependent on the concentrations of ATP, ADP, and phosphate,
the efficiency of each portion under constant torque in the
uncoupled case is also monotonically dependent on the
concentrations of related chemical substances. However, such
monotonicity is not obvious when the two portions are coupled.
In our coupled model (Fig. 2, the magenta curve), we
show how the efficiency of the Fo portion is dependent on
the pH difference across the membrane [see Fig. 2(a), with
intracellular pH fixed], and how the efficiency of the F1 portion
is dependent on the concentration of phosphate and the ratio
[ADP]/([ADP]+[ATP]) [see Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), with both
intracellular and extracellular pHs fixed]. These efficiencies
in the coupled model respond much more robustly than in
the uncoupled case with constant external torque over a wide
range of parameters; at certain parameter ranges the efficiency
profiles even increase.
Under physiological conditions, the efficiency of the Fo
calculated from our model is about 84.7% while that of the F1
is about 66%, giving a total efficiency of 56.2% for the whole
enzyme complex. It is worth mentioning that the extremely
high efficiency of the F1 measured in vitro [9,18,46] refers to
the so-called Stokes efficiency rather than the thermodynamic
efficiency [5] we calculate here.
In fact, the average torque on the shaft in our coupled
model does not remain fixed, but rather increases with the
increase in pH difference across the membrane and decreases
with the increase of the phosphate concentration as well as
the ratio [ADP]/([ADP]+[ATP]). Such a variation of the
average torque as adjusting the concentrations of chemical
substances results in the slowdown of the decreasing of
efficiency compared to the in vitro case with constant torque
(Fig. 2). In certain parameter ranges, the model predicts that
variation in torque is even more significant than the variation
in electrochemical potential of protons in the Fo portion, or in
the free energy of ATP in the F1 portion, leading to the unusual
increase in each portion’s efficiencies (Fig. 2).
B. Sensitivity of a separate portion’s power and efficiency
in the coupled model
We turn to the dependence of each portion’s power and
efficiency on the reactant concentrations of the other, a feature
that can only be explored in such a coupled model. We find that
the power and efficiency of Fo as well as the resulting average
torque exhibit a gentle response to the variation of the reactant
concentration in the F1 portion, and are relatively stable over a
quite wide parameter range [Figs. 3(a)–3(c), with intracellular
and extracellular pHs fixed at physiological values].
On the other hand, the power and efficiency of F1 as well
as the resulting average torque are S shaped and sensitive to
variations in the proton gradient: the power increases while
the efficiency decreases with increasing proton gradient, with
maximal slope around pH ∼ 1.2 [Fig. 3(d), with intracellular
pH fixed and extracellular pH floating, and [T ],[D],[P ] set to
be at their physiological values].
In addition, since the rate of ATP production, i.e., the effec-
tive rotation rate of F1 in the present model, is proportional to
the power of F1 as the chemical potential difference during the
ATP synthesis is invariant when tuning the proton gradient
across the membrane, the rate of ATP production is also
S shaped and sensitive to variations in the proton gradient,
with intracellular pH fixed and extracellular pH floating, and
[T ],[D],[P ] set to be at their physiological values. In order to
avoid redundancy, we give the details in Ref. [28].
C. Michaelis constants of the reactants for the rotary flux
The coupled model also permits us to estimate the Michaelis
constants for the reactants. After coupling with the F1 portion,
the Michaelis constants of the extracellular and intracellular
protons for the rotary flux remain stable at around 0.197 and
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FIG. 3. The sensitivity of a separate portion’s power and efficiency in the coupled model. In each figure the red (gray) and indigo (dashed
light gray) lines stand for the power and efficiency profile, respectively, and the blue line embedded in each figure gives the torque on the
shaft. (a)–(c) Power and efficiency of the Fo portion changing with the total concentration of ADP and ATP (with p = 0.07, [P ] = 6 mM), the
phosphate concentration (with [T ] = 4 mM, [D] = 0.3 mM), as well as the ratio of ADP concentration (with [T ] + [D] = 4.3 mM, [P ] =
6 mM). The power and efficiency and the resulted average torque response stably when the tuned parameters are around their physiological
values. A zooming-in subfigure for the profile with co ranging in [0, 0.01 mM] is inserted in (a). (d) Power and efficiency of the F1 portion
changing with the proton gradient, with [T ] = 4 mM, [D] = 0.3 mM, [P ] = 6 mM. The profiles of power, efficiency, and average torque are
all S shaped with maximal slope at pH = 1.2.
2 μM, respectively, when tuning the phosphate concentration
as well as the total concentration of ATP and ADP [Figs. 4(a)
and 4(b)].
The Michaelis constants of ADP and phosphate for the
rotary flux are both always deceasing with the proton gradient
below ∼1.4 and increasing when the proton gradient is above
∼1.4 [Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), with intracellular pH fixed]. The
response of the Michaelis constants of ADP with respect to
the high proton gradient is much more smooth than that with
respect to the low proton gradient.
The physiological value of the proton gradient across the
membrane in the Fo portion is also found to be very close to the
value at which the Michaelis constants of ADP and phosphate
in the F1 portion during ATP synthesis reach the minimum
[Figs. 4(c) and 4(d)], suggesting a possible selection for the
optimal value during evolution.
IV. DISCUSSION
Mathematical models have become more and more im-
portant for understanding the quantitative behaviors of a
wide variety of biological systems ranging from a single
molecule to large networks [47–51]. Particularly, in the
scenarios that the in vitro experiments can only provide partial
information on certain aspects of the system or that the in
vivo measurements with the same resolution are not feasible,
the thermodynamic consistent mathematical models can help
to integrate the information on these disparate aspects from
in vitro measurements to inform the functionally relevant
behaviors of the system in vivo.
In the present paper, we use two separate stochastic models
for the Fo and F1 portions of the FoF1-ATPase, a key molecular
machine involved in cellular energy metabolism, and couple
them using the average torque between the two portions. The
resulting torque-coupled model predicts a distinct behavior
of monotonic variation of each portion’s efficiency in the
in vivo and in vitro situation, dependent on the relevant
reactant concentrations, and reveals the mutual sensitivity
of each portion’s power and efficiency on the other. The
invariance of these predicted behaviors with respect to the
other existing models for the F1 portion used in Ref. [28]
demonstrates the robustness of our coupled model. The idea
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FIG. 4. Michaelis constants of the reactants for the rotary flux of the whole enzyme. (a), (b) Km([H+]) depends on the phosphate
concentration (with [D] = 0.3 mM, [T ] = 4 mM) or the total concentration of ATP and ADP (with [P ] = 6 mM, p = 0.07). In (a), the two
constants, Km([H+]a) and Km([H+]b), reach a plateau even when [P ] is quite low, and remain stable at a certain range of [P ]. In (b), the
Michaelis constants are rather stable and there is a maximal value for both at c0 ∼ 1.8 mM. A zooming-in graph of the profile with co ranging in
[0, 0.01 mM] is inserted. (c), (d) Km([P ]) and Km([D]) depend on the proton gradient across the membrane with [T ] = 4 mM and pHb = 8.4.
The two curves shows their minimal value at around pH ∼ 1.4. When the proton gradient is high, the Michaelis constant can even increase.
of the coupling approach introduced in this paper can be further
applied to a wide range of applications such as Myosin and
bacterial flagellar motors [37], for which in vivo or in vitro
measurements on individual parts are already available, but
probing the complex as a whole remains unfeasible.
In our model, the expressions for the transition rates
dependent on the average torque do not need the assumption
of constant torque along the reaction coordinate, which is
just a consequence of Kramers’s rate formula. The case of
mismatch between the number of c rings in Fo and the three
components of F1 can also be included into the model through
the modification of Eq. (9) [28], since our coupled model is
only investigated under steady-state conditions.
While the simple coupled model we present here is capable
of capturing and predicting certain quantitative behaviors
of the FoF1-ATPase, more improvement could be made by
incorporating more details of this molecule. For example, in
addition to the simplest futile cycle considered here, other
more complicated futile cycles (see, e.g., [22]) can be added
into the model; the negative feedback mechanism of [D] on
the synthesis of ATP, i.e., the inhibition of ADP binding
rate by its high concentration [8], is also not included.
Moreover, the continuous motion of the γ rotation has not
been explicitly taken into account, as our model simply
divides the γ shaft into several discrete states. More com-
prehensive models incorporating these details will allow us to
reveal more hidden mechanistic details of this critical motor
protein.
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